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In most applications of machine learning, humans work together with algorithms to form joint decision-

making systems. Search and recommendation systems are great examples of how algorithms in�uence human

choices and how they pose a long-term in�uence on the entire system including the users and the recommended

items. One of the main thrusts of my research has been to develop a rigorous computational framework for

search and recommendation on online platforms that rethinks how these systems foster long-term economic

growth while ensuring utility, fairness, and safety for the users as well as the creators and producers of the

items. In my current research, I study group and individual fairness notions for ranking in such platforms by

considering exposure as the economic opportunity to be equitably allocated. These notions are then used to

develop machine learning algorithms that optimize for user utility while providing fairness guarantees. With

the growing use of algorithm-assisted decision making in even more consequential and sensitive domains, e.g.

criminal justice, hiring, admissions, etc., this study of addressing and mitigating bias is more pertinent than

ever and I wish to continue my research on facilitating the use of fair machine learning in its applications.

My research spans the broad areas of Machine Learning, Recommender Systems, and Information Retrieval.

A common thread in my research work has been to build machine learning algorithms to learn from interactive

user feedback in user-facing platforms while dealing with partial information, o�ine data, and selection bias.

In my research, I have resorted to causal inference techniques to answer counterfactual questions arising

in evaluation and learning as well as used Reinforcement Learning and Control theory approaches to solve

the emergent constrained optimization problems. My research process often follows these three distinct

exercises: (1) Going from normative considerations to mathematical formulations and de�nitions, (2) devising

and analyzing practical Machine Learning algorithms, and (3) mapping out the tradeo�s between the desired

metrics. Alongside this process, I derive the valuable joy of doing research through communicating ideas,

facilitating their impact in real-world applications, and through collaboration and mentorship opportunities.

One of our recent papers from a collaboration where I mentored two undergraduate researchers at Cornell

University led to a paper called “Controlling Fairness and Bias in Dynamic Learning-to-Rank” [1] that was

awarded the Best Paper Award at ACM SIGIR 2020. In the remainder of this statement I elaborate on speci�c

research directions that I have focused on during my Ph.D., and later outline some future directions and my

research vision.

Fairness of Exposure in Rankings [1, 3, 4, 5]

Rankings are ubiquitous in today’s multi-stakeholder online economies (e.g., online marketplaces, job search,

property renting, media streaming). In these systems, the items to be ranked are products, job candidates,

artistic content, or other entities that transfer economic bene�t. It is widely recognized that the position of an

item in the ranking has a crucial in�uence on its exposure and economic success greatly in�uencing which

products get purchased, which candidates get interviewed, and which movies get streamed. Surprisingly,

though, the algorithms used to learn these rankings are typically oblivious to the e�ect they have on the items

being ranked.

In work published in KDD 2018, we develop a conceptual and computational framework to de�ne

exposure-based group fairness criteria. For example, for a particular application domain, one might consider a

proportionality constraint that avoids Disparate Exposure by ranking items such that each group (e.g. a seller,

the group of female candidates, etc.) is allocated an exposure that is proportional to the average relevance of

the items in that group. The key problem such a framework tackles is that the conventional ranking procedure

leads to only the top few positions in the ranking getting most of the user attention and hence leading to

downstream e�ects such as the rich-get-richer e�ect, polarization, misrepresentation of real-world distributions,

etc. Our framework allows speci�cation of fairness constraints while optimizing for conventional user utility

functions (e.g. DCG, Precision@k, Average Rank) over ranking policies. One key idea that opens up the space

of solutions is to allow the class of ranking policies to represent the set of stochastic ranking policies (i.e. the set

of distributions over permutations of items being ranked). While the utility maximization part prefers policies
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that are highly personalized to the users, the fairness constraint prefers stochastic ranking policies that satisfy

notions of group fairness amortized over the distribution of users. Alongside this convenience in optimization,

it introduces several interesting theory and mechanism design questions. This work also provides a pathway

to deriving e�cient machine learning algorithms for ranking with other exposure allocation schemes.

In subsequent work published at NeurIPS 2019 [3], we extend merit-based ranking fairness into the

Learning-to-Rank framework to propose a novel policy-gradient algorithm called Fair-PG-Rank to learn

ranking policies that optimize user utility while satisfying fairness constraints. Through our algorithm,

we show that e�ciently learning highly e�ective ranking policies subject to fairness guarantees is feasible.

Moreover, we also show that satisfying the ranking-based fairness constraints makes the model learn to ignore

biased features and that the fairness properties generalize well to unseen queries and candidate sets.

While Fair-PG-Rank [3] is an e�cient Learning-to-Rank (LTR) algorithm for o�ine learning from batched

data, LTR algorithms are often deployed in an online setting, where the ranking function adapts based on

the feedback that users provide. Such dynamic LTR problems are ubiquitous in online systems, for example,

news-feed rankings that adapt to the number of "likes" an article receives, online stores that adapt to the number

of positive reviews for a product, or movie-recommendation systems that adapt to who has watched a movie.

In all of these systems, learning and prediction are dynamically intertwined, where past feedback in�uences

future rankings in a speci�c form of online learning with partial information feedback. While dynamic LTR

systems are in widespread use and unquestionably useful, there are at least two issues that require careful

design considerations– �rst, the ranking system induces a selection bias through the rankings it presents since

the items ranked highly are more likely to collect additional feedback, and second, the algorithm might allocate

exposure disparately to two groups of candidate items. These issues in turn in�uence future rankings and may

promote misleading rich-get-richer dynamics, for example, unfairly allocated economic gain from product sales

or streaming revenue, the polarization of a news platform towards a particular ideology, etc. In work published

at SIGIR 2020 [1], we propose a learning-to-rank algorithm that solves both these issues while simultaneously

learning the ranking function from implicit partial feedback data from the users. The algorithm takes the form

of a controller that integrates unbiased estimators for fairness and utility, dynamically adapting both as more

data becomes available. In addition to its rigorous theoretical foundation and convergence guarantees, we

empirically show that the algorithm is highly practical and robust.

As a recognition for the importance of this line of research and its impact on the areas of Information

Retrieval (IR) and Recommender Systems (RecSys), our paper “Controlling Fairness and Bias in Dynamic

Learning-to-Rank” [1] was awarded the Best Paper Award at ACM SIGIR 2020. The advances in understanding

the impact and formulating these notions of fairness have also led to keen interest from the industry in

rethinking production ranking and recommendation algorithms. Some notable examples include LinkedIn

Talent search [8], a large-scale production recommender system at Google [9], and Spotify Music recommendations

[10].

Impact of Recommender Systems on Users [1, 2]

User engagement and well-being are important considerations when building platforms to foster long-term

healthy engagement. Through the lens of exposure fairness in ranking (as discussed above), I believe that

user engagement in the long-term depends on the platform’s ability to retain and promote diverse content,

opinions, and creators. Moreover, we must realize that these algorithms may also have a profound impact on

the users’ long term preferences as individuals and as a society. With algorithms built to solely optimize for

short-term user engagement objectives, this impact often gets overlooked, and in the worst cases, it can even

cause harm.

One of the problems we study in our recent work [2] is that solely optimizing for a user engagement

metric in a sequential recommendation setting, may lead to trajectories that may be considered as unhealthy
user behavior. For example, consider a user dynamics model represented by a Markov decision process (MDP)

such that on exposure to unhealthy content (e.g. violent movies, junk food, misinformation, etc.), the user

transitions to a state where the user returns an even higher reward for the unhealthy content. The goal of

the recommender agent, in this case, becomes to avoid such user trajectories. Moreover, this risk may be
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unevenly distributed over the set of users, where only a minority subset of the users experience such unhealthy

trajectories. In a way, the goal for a recommendation agent becomes to satisfy the Rawlsian principle of

maximin welfare [11] which states that a fair system should be designed to maximize the position of those

who will be worst-o� in it. To develop a recommendation approach that maximizes the “healthiness” of

worst-case user experiences, we propose a distributional notion of risk through a metric known as Conditional

Value-at-Risk (CVaR). In this work [2], we adopt a Safe Reinforcement Learning (Safe RL) approach to propose

a policy gradient algorithm to train a recommendation agent that adapts to the user’s behavior in a sequential

recommendation setting and show its e�cacy and properties as compared to multi-objective RL.

Machine-assisted human decision making — A Research Vision

As machine learning-based systems growingly become an inseparable part of our lives, they have a direct

and an indirect impact on our future selves, our society as well as the economy. In the future, I wish to keep

pursuing this inquiry into the impacts of such systems. This section lays out some of the ongoing and relevant

research directions for the future.

Diversity and Fairness in Rankings

Fairness of exposure in rankings is seemingly close to the idea of diversity in information retrieval. While both

these goals lead to rankings that do not follow the probability ranking principle [12], the two are fundamentally

di�erent. In particular, algorithms that optimize diversity merely use a di�erent model of user utility while still

optimizing exclusively for user utility without any consideration of the ranked items. One di�erence between

conventional and diversi�ed utility measures is that they are not necessarily modular (i.e. linearly additive) in

the set of ranked items, but that they can model dependencies between the items – most commonly in the

form of a submodular set function [13]. So while diversity and fairness of exposure have di�erent goals, they

do appear to have mutually compatible e�ects on the rankings they produce. An interesting future research

problem to study diversi�ed ranking algorithms with provable fairness guarantees. One way to achieve this is

by de�ning submodular utility measures for evaluation and optimization (e.g. [14]), however, optimizing such

metrics is substantially more challenging than the modular utility metrics (e.g. DCG) considered so far, but

existing connections between submodular set functions and linear programming [15] may provide a path to

tackling the problem with the techniques developed in my work [4].

Position Bias, Trust Bias, Uncertainty and Exploration

Past studies have provided evidence that position in the ranking not only e�ects exposure (Position Bias)

but also the user’s valuation of the item (i.e. the user’s perception of relevance) [16]. This is commonly

referred to as Trust Bias, where the user takes the rank of the item as evidence of its relevance. Trust Bias is

often intertwined with the position-based attention bias when we observe clicks. However, Trust Bias is also

fundamentally di�erent since its causal pathway is through the user’s valuation of the item and not through

the missingness of the data as is the case with Position Bias. This makes it an interesting causal inference

challenge to solve either through minor interventions or by harnessing natural experiments in observational

data.

While correcting for position and trust bias may result in estimates that are correct on average, the variance

of these estimates may still be substantially di�erent between groups. This variance problem is well known

for IPS estimators used for counterfactual evaluation and learning [17]. Moreover, the estimates are likely to

have a larger variance for historically underrepresented items because of the lack of data. This means that a

single point-estimate can be far o�, leading to potential unfairness. To overcome this problem, it is important

to study how active exploration can be introduced into the estimation problem of [1], leading to the largely

unexplored questions of fairness in online learning (e.g. [18, 19]). In this way, active exploration adds another

component not only to the trade-o� between short-term versus long-term user utility but also to the fairness

of the system.

Studying these e�ects also requires a scienti�c inquiry into user behavior models. Since the work on

exposure-based item fairness and the impact on users uses certain assumptions about the user behavior, and
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since all these systems operate under complex computer-human interaction conditions and interfaces, it

becomes very important to examine and validate these behavioral models. This opens the door to making

de�nitive claims about the e�ect of these systems on its users. In an industry setting, there is huge scope to

understand this better via minor interventions [20], or harnessing natural experiments in observational data

[21].

Fair and Safe Exploration in Sequential Recommendations

Given the considerable success of Reinforcement Learning (RL) in games, robotics, and physical system control,

it has also become a common framework to train recommender systems that optimize user feedback over

the entire sequence [22]. However, the use of RL for recommendations brings new challenges of its own,

for example, using o�-policy logged data to optimize the recommendation policy, exploration in the online

setting, the enormous size of the action space, etc. From the perspective of fairness and safety, exploration,

in particular, raises some complex, unanswered ethical questions. The hope is that even though exploration

temporarily degrades the user experience, it leads to improvements in the long run. However, there is a high

chance that some groups of users share much of the burden of exploration without su�cient payo� in the

longer term. This is a fascinating topic of study both from the ethical and algorithmic standpoint, and it

perfectly aligns with the research goal of building fair and responsible recommender systems.

Applying research to real-world problems

In machine learning, a research cycle includes applying methods to systems in the real world to validate the

proposed hypotheses and measure the e�cacy of the algorithms when the underlying theoretical assumptions

may not apply. Apart from making a tangible di�erence in the world, through my research work, I wish to

study and understand how fair automated tools can be used and where their pitfalls are. In the past, I have

worked on interesting practical applications of my research where the outcomes would either de�ne how

to build those systems right, or inform policy-making about what these systems should or should not be

allowed to do. First, as a part of an ongoing research project on recommendations under uncertain relevance

estimates, we implemented a recommender system for paper and networking recommendations at the KDD

2020 conference. In addition to ameliorating some of the challenges that come with the virtual conference

format like facilitating engagement with papers and other conference attendees, we set out to measure and

understand the impact of the choice of recommendation policy on the visibility and reach of the conference

papers by running a randomized controlled trial. Through the evidence collected in the experiment, we are

able to show that the recommender system does not lose signi�cant user engagement when it tries to make

sure that the recommended items (i.e. conference papers in this case) are exposed more equitably by the system

to the participants as compared to a greedy recommendation policy. In another research collaboration, we are

working with the CS Ph.D. admissions committee at Cornell to understand how to improve the application

review process by avoiding and mitigating biases. Current human-based decisions have their own �aws

and blind spots since screening hundreds or thousands of applications is error-prone and quite likely biased.

Moreover, the high variance between reviewers makes it even more di�cult to ensure that all reviewers are

using consistent criteria. Machine-learned models have di�erent strengths and weaknesses and hence may

have a role in augmenting the decision making process. In this engagement, we utilize machine learning

models to identify reviewer blind spots in the peer review process with an aim to answer a key research

question that whether automated tools can augment the overall process to eventually improve decisions while

also mitigating human errors and biases.

Overall, it is evident that when humans and algorithms come together to form complex decision-making

systems, the challenge of mitigating the social, economic, and legal concerns becomes even harder. I believe

that there is a need for a continuously evolving multidisciplinary e�ort towards regulating these systems and,

in my future research, I look forward to actively contributing to this e�ort.
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